Pro- and antiarrhythmic effects of fast cardiac pacing in a canine model of acquired long QT syndrome.
Increasing the heart rate is one option for suppressing bradycardia-dependent polymorphic ventricular tachycardias (PVTs). The mechanisms underlying preventive pacing in acquired forms of the long QT syndrome (LQTs) are still not fully understood. Using two needle electrodes, local effective refractory periods (ERPs) were determined in the left (LV) and right ventricle (RV) in 20 dogs with acute AV node ablation before continuous pacing, during a 20-min period of continuous fast pacing (Cl 300 ms, fastpac) and during a 35-min recovery period with slow (Cl 500 ms) pacing. This protocol was applied to control dogs (5 dogs) and dogs with pretreatment of the IKs blocking agent chromanol 293b (5 dogs, LQTs1), the IKr-blocking agent dofetilide (5 dogs, LQTs2) or a combination thereof (5 dogs). Fastpac resulted in a significant abbreviation of ERPs in control dogs and dogs receiving dofetilide or chromanol 293b. During recovery, shortening of ERPs persisted in the control group, but diminished in dogs with acquired LQTs. In dogs with LQTs2 fastpac could not suppress inhomogeneity of refractoriness during recovery. With pretreatment of dofetilide and chromanol 293b in combination, MAP duration during fastpac significantly increased (first beat: 256+/-6 ms vs. sixth beat: 278+/-9 ms, p<0.05) and fastpac-induced PVTs were evident. ERP shortening and reduced inhomogeneity of refractoriness might be one antiarrhythmic action of fastpac in dogs with acute AV-block. However, in the acquired LQTs1 and 2 beneficial effects of fastpac diminished and in a combination thereof fastpac-induced PVTs are likely.